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type of structure level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5 Engineering / structure

plans only L1+design L2+coordination L3+interiors L4+contract admin All levels
design consultation required not usually. This level 

quoted on  phone / after a  
20-30 min site evaluation

$500 or min $250 if not 
proceed beyond site visit 
(any reason)

as per level 2 as per level 2 as per level 2 n/a

Small easy projects such as carports, 
patios, small decks.

typically $1500 min charge 
applies

minimal design required 
discussed at measure up

usually included in fixed 
fee quoted in advance

n/a n/a - by builder included

larger decks, small rooms, simple bolt-
on type additions

range from $1500 to $3000 
suit complexity

minimal desig required 
assume built into price

add 2-3 hours as need 
$220-330 suit job

n/a n/a - by builder included

Fees quoted in this table are very generic and can be used as a guide only. Each project will be different, and each project will be quoted to suit its specific site needs and client requirements. Clients 
are encouraged to ring for a free 15 minute chat to enable a more accurate estimate to be provided. Fees quoted do not include consultant's fees, statutory charges or council approvals, or other 
outsourced items.
THE FIVE LEVELS OF SERVICE ARE EXPLAINED IN - WORKING WITH EAST COAST BUILDING DESIGN - A COMPLETE OVERVIEW OF SERVICES

o type add t o s su t co p e ty assu e bu t to p ce $ 0 330 su t job
moderate low complexity additions - 
$100k-150k with no complex detailing 
or small simple design houses

$3000-4000 subject to extent 
of detailing req'd

built into cost unless multiple 
options are being drawn

add 3-4 hours as need 
$330-440 suit job

n/a n/a - by builder usually add $1000 to detail 
structures by us or $1500 if 
by engineer

more complex small projects or 
simple bigger projects - $200k-300k 
with moderate to complex detailing or 
average design houses

add 4-5 hours as need 
$440-550 suit job. Level 3 
is the most common for 
this level of work.

outsourced if 
required

n/a - by builder - 
assistance can be 
provided to source one 
of our trusted builders 

usually add $1500-2000 to 
detail structures by us or 
$2500 if by engineer

Large houses, complex or very 
detailed projects cannot be quoted on 
a schedule, however the BDAQ 
summary of average fees can be used 
as a good starting guide

outsourced - full 
interior design 
package 2-3% - 
subject to 
inclusions

n/a - by builder - 
assistance can be 
provided to source one 
of our trusted builders 
if needed.

structural detailing and 
framing design can be very 
complex and time 
consuming. Allow about 
1% for either us or 

one off projects, multiple dwellings, 
commercial premises etc will be 
quoted based on a detailed brief or 
work schedule

level 1 only offered if client has properly drawn plan already 
and a detailed list of inclusions. Typically level 2 is the 
minimum level for this work. Fees will vary around  1.5-2% 
depending complexity.
rarely would this type of project not include design assistance and wholistic project 
planning - fees will start at 2% depending on the project, client, location, etc. - Level 3 is 
the standard level for this type of project and must include a full design consultation 
prior to quotation. (every project is quoted in advance).

Interior design and specification schedules are not mandatory on any 
project, however, it is recommended for large and complex projects to 
ensure that the cost analysis is accurate from the initial quote phase.


